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Abstract. Recent advances in rheometer design and rheology theory have led to an abundance of rheological
information, both experimental and theoretical. In response to this wonderful opportunity, many of the world's leading
rheologists began to share their expert software codes with the wider community of materials researchers and
practitioners. This became possible through "Rheo-Hub", a central computer platform from which the user interrogates
rheological expert codes ("engines") and rheological data by comparing, merging, and funneling these into further
interrogations and explorations. In this virtual environment, results are returned to the computer screen as visuals so
that the visual intelligence of the user gets involved in the cognition process. Rheological explorations may be repeated
in different ways (using different expert codes for answering the same research question) and viewed from different
graphical viewpoints. This creates the multi-scale and multi-expertise workspace that is needed to support quantitative
rheological explorations and to prepare for discovery. The virtual environment technology will be presented and
examples will be shown. Rheo-Hub's strengths are data analysis, integration of experimental results with theoretically
predicted rheology, visuals for communicating results, and introduction of a rheological data standard.
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BUNDLING OF GLOBAL EXPERTISE IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
The objective of our project is to bundle globally distributed expertise into a virtual environment for rheology
(VER). A personal computer of laptop size is sufficient for generating such VER (except for large simulation
projects). Researchers in a laboratory, students and teachers in the class room, and by practitioners in industry can
conveniently enter this virtual environment, perform calculations, and present results as visuals. The VER supports
discussions, report writing, and teleconferences. The VER is known as Rheo-Hub and has been described in
principle by Winter and Mours (1,2). The need for an easy-to-use VER came about because of several reasons:
- Rheology theory is known to be difficult to access for a wider user group since its apphcation requires a
challenging combination of knowledge in mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and engineering.
- Analysis of experiments has the reputation of being tedious and easy to miss. Quite often, single experts
("the house rheologisf') or small expert groups supply larger user groups with rheological information
but these groups remain uninvolved otherwise. For such service assignments, the rheology experts
typically rely on their self-made software tool-box to perform repetitive data analysis tasks and to
visuahze results.
- Diverse rheology expertise is globally distributed.
- Incompatible data formats, as no two rheometer models use the same format.
- Rheological results are rarely integrated with other areas. As an example, the connection between polymer
rheology and processing is mostly kept at an empirical level; quantitative relations are advanced with
purely viscous models, but do not include the full rheological scenario.
- Few people have had formal rheological training and/or kept up with recent developments.
These problems are addressed by a bundling of globally distributed expertise into a single workspace that is easy to
access and to use, see Figure 1. The user benefits from the rapid updating of results in visual form on the screen of
the laptop. Based on these visuals, students, researchers, and practitioners can navigate intuitively and move
seamlessly between rheology theory and data analysis, and between different theories or between different data sets.
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The VER allows users to analyze rheological data (3), search for patterns (4-7), and compare experiments
(dynamic mechanical, steady shear, startup of shear, startup various extensional flows, molecular weight
distribution) with predictions from a range of theories, including classical theories (Maxwell, Rouse, Lodge, DoiEdwards) and three recent polymer dynamics theories: the "tube dilation model" of McLeish and coworkers (8-13),
the "hierarchical model" of Larson and coworkers (14,15) and the "molecular stress function model" of Wagner and
coworkers (16). The "NAPLES" code of Masubuchi and coworkers (17-19) simulates molecular dynamics of
homogeneous mixtures of molecules with different architecture. One module is used for predicting the (monomodal,
bimodal) molecular weight distribution of linear polymers from their dynamic mechanical data (20, 21). Timeresolved rheometry tools (22) help with the analysis of physical and chemical gelation (23, 24). Dynamic
mechanical data can be shifted into master curves and the (discrete and continuous) relaxation time spectra get
calculated (25-27). Recently, the mode-couphng theory was implemented to model the yielding of colloidal
dispersions (28).
As an essential part of the VER, literature references are provided for all calculations when invoked in the
virtual environment. The user will be able to read these essential papers for her/his project, thereby learning the
underlying physics or mathematics to understand the work in greater depth. .

FIGURE 1. Creating the virtual
environment fo rheology (VER) through
global collaboration of the world's
leading rheology experts

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
The VER technology has been integrated into classroom teaching of rheology. It also is the basis of the annual
Amherst Rheology Course that alternates between Amherst/MA/USA and Berhn/Germany (2). With VER, basic
concepts of rheology can be taught to newcomers to rheology, while also making rheological work accessible to
students earher in their curriculum (as part of the undergraduate curriculum).
The virtual environment allows students to perform calculations with the most advanced theories and with
widely diverse data sets. Imagine the following scenario: a student selects a polymer (star architecture mixed with a
linear polymer, for instance), predicts the stresses when stretching the polymer into a fiber, and then compares the
quantitative predictions to time-dependent stress measurements. The procedure gets repeated with molecules of
different architecture, size, and/or size distribution, and at different stretching conditions. Comparison of the
different predictions leads to an intuitive understanding of the effects of molecular architecture on the specific flow
of interest.

INTEGRATION OF RHEOLOGY
Most recently we began to integrate Rheo-Hub with polymer process modehng. This occurred with an expert
group that specializes in polymer processing. A rheological data standard had been introduced in 1992 and was kept
ever since. The same data standard will now be used to connect into other topical areas that depend on rheological
information.
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